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SOVIT BTUDILS OF SPACE EMBRYOLOGY
(SPACE DiBRYOLOGY)

LZollowing is the translation of an article by Doc-
tor of Biological Sciences A. Neyfakh in the Russian-
laneu"Ee publication fa& i Zhlan. (Science and Life),
No 1, January, 1963, Moscow, pages 65-67..

One of the problems of space biology in the problem of the
development of an organism during space flight; The purpose ?
of studying this problem is not single but double, two aspects as
it were opposed to each other, but in reality supplementing each
other. The first is the investigation of the conditions of space
flight by means of a developing embryo, and the second -w investi-
gation of the mechanism of embryonic development by means of space
flight conditions.

In the flight into space man anticipates a whole complex of
environmental conditions new and never encountered on earth: over-
loading and. vibrations during liftoff and return to earth, weight-
lessness, and radiati.n during the flight period. We are able to
model many of these on earth, mann can be measured during the time
of the flight by means of instruments, however, to know what effect
all these conditions have on the organism in totality is possible
to us only through biological experiments. It is not mere chance
that each step of man into thp cosmos was prefaced with a study of
animals and plants. Neither is the very selection of these organ-
isms which in this case serve as unique living dosimeters left to
mere chance. Their appropriate selection affords a precise evalu-
ation of the role of a given factor or of the totality of factors.
Animal embryos can serve as especially sensitive dosimeters. This
is due to the fact that the damage which the embryo undergoes,
since it consists of the early stages of development from a few
cells, is subseq.uently passed on to many cells of the growing
organism and thus the injury is intensified many-fold. Radia-
tional damage, for example, to the chromosomes in the egg nucleus
during the course of its further division is passed on to all the
cells of the embryo and leads to the formation of a malformed or
nonviable organism. Thus, radiation damage in the organism of
an adult mouse can be discovered only after the action of doses
of 100-200 roentgens. In order to bring about the certain death
of the animal not less than 700 roentgens are necessary. At the



same time, upon irradiating a mouse embryo noticeable damage Is
visible even at doses of 25-40 roentgens and death of the embryo
occurs at doses of 100-200 roentgens. Upon irradiation of the egg
the action of such small doses as 5-10 roetgens can be detected.
Consequently, developing embryos can be used in space flight as a
particularly sensitive biological dosimeter of radiation danger.

There is still another task whose solution compels us to know
how development occurs under space flight conditions. We refer here
to tee creation of a closed biological cycle. It is well known that
to provide cosmonauts with oxygen and food over a long flight it is
necessary to set up a system in which by menns of solar energy decay
products would be reformed into oxygen ano usable food substance.
One of the link of aueh a cycle must noe esarily be plants, which
assimilate solar energy an4 use carbon dioxide for biological syn-
thesis, releasing oxygen in exchange. However, plant proteins cannot
always be directly assimilated by man. As, g link standing between
plants and man, we can certainly turn t! some rapidly developing and
multiplying animals.

Let us now look at the second pUrpos6e -- the use of space
flight to study the mechanisms of development, to solve embryolog-
ical and general-biological problems. Overloading, vibration, and
radiation can be relatively easily reproduced on earth, and the
study of their effect on the embryo in an artificial satellite is
of no great distinction. The truth is that on earth we have not
yet been able to produce such high energies as are seen in primary
cosmic rays. The study of the characteristics of their action on
the organism, including the embryonic organisam is of definite
interest for the radiobiologists. There is still another factor
of the space flights which cannot be reproduced and used in prac-
tice on earth -- this is weightlessness. It is precisely its
effect on the course of embryonic development that is of special
interest.

The successful flights of our cosmonauts have shown that
man can survive a period of residence in the cosmos without damage,
including also the condition of weightlessness. But are we certain
that the embryo can easily survive weightlessness and that the
earth's gravity is not a necessary condition for development? This
is not at all as clear. How, for example, will the chicken egg
develop under conditions of weightlessness? It would appear, nor-
mally. The embryo is enclosed in its shell, and it Is more rapidly
damaged by overloading than by weightleasnesse. However, altkough
an experiment has thus far not been made, it can be anticipated.
We refer here to the fact that in the early stages of development
the chicken embryo lies very snugly against the Inner wall of its
shell: it in found above the yolk, and the yolk itself being lighter
than the white of the egg lies aainst the upper inner surface of
the egg. This promotes a rapid diffusion of the games -- oxygen
and carbon dioxide -- to and from the embryo. Under conditions of
weightlessness the yolk can be in any position and the embryo itself
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can lie on any side of the yol. Access to oxygen will be clearly
made difficult, and this can prove fat4l to thq embryo. (At later
steps of development the respiration of b1rd embryo.'is accomplished
by %qana of vessels lining the egg on the Inside.) 'We present1 this
example only for an illustration. If the ohioken mbryo actualy.
"suffocates" in the condition of weightlesnenss then the mechanism
of this disturbance iks clar and is not of preat scientific interest.

More complex I* the problm of te emergence of bilateral
(two-sided) symmetry In development, nad the role of the earth's
gravity in this process. This muat, be ftevsOdd in more detall.
And this compels us to depart from "space biology" for . while and
examine a purely earthly edbryological problem. ,

Most of the animals on earth ar9ebl.aterallf • a."metricalt
their body can be divided by a plane into left and rjht alves,
their dorsal and abdominal sides can be differentiated; a wel ans
the head and caudat ends of the bo4. Only a fey of the most simply
organized and usually slow-moving animals have aradial- symmetry in
place of a bilaterals we can distinguish in these animals only a
single axis of the body, along whIch the Am organs are radially
situated. These animale have only a dorsal (or upper) and abdogi-
nal (or lower) side, but no head or caudal ends. T•pical represen-
tatives of radially symmetrical animals are, gfor *xamole, the medusa
or the hydra.

When and how does the plane of bilateral symmetry and its two
constituent axis -. from top to bottom and from forward tc the rear
-- emerge in animals? The egg as a rule is radially symetrical: it
has only a siqge axeis, usually leading from the future head and to
the future caudal. Let us take as an example the frog egg. Although
in form it is an almost true sphere, we ean easily'distinguish Its
upper and lower ends. The upper half of the egg contains a black
pigment, and the lower end, an almost white pigment. Upon more
detailed study we can easily see that the bulk of the yolk is oon-
tamned at the lower, the so-called vegetative, pole. At the upper,
the so-called animalie, pole there Is considerably less of yolk and
more of cytoplasm. The nucleus of the egg is also found at the
animalic pole. Distinctions between the &nisalic and the veogta-
tive poles are still more sharply pronounced in the eggs of" lshes,
birds, and reptile: here, the embryo is found only at the animalic
pole, and all the remaining mass of the egg is taken up with reserves
of food substances -- the yolk.

The second axis necessary to produce a plane of bilateral
symmetry arisesaoly after fertilisation. Let us see how this takes
place in the frog egg. An egg that has just been laid and fertilieed
is bound tightly by membranes and at first is oriented randomly. Its
aninalio pole can be turned to either side, faoing upwards or down-
wards. (It is reasonable that the egg position in which it Is turned
aniamlic pole precisely upwards Is possible but not very probable.)
Soon after fertilisation the membrane somewhat slips off the egg,
freeing It and allowing it to be turned about. And In reality the
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egg then tuas with Its heavy (the vegetative) pole downward, and
the light (aaimalio) -- upwarde. Since now the egg does not turn,
it makes no difference how its orientation determined by the earth's
gravity is maintained. However, it is still radially syemotrioals
where the dorsal and where the abdominal side of the embryo will be
is unknown. nly 'later, after about an hour following ftertilisation,
does a distiuct gay &one, the so-called "gray cyclese, form at the
interface between the black aeimalic and the white vegetative hemi-
spheres. It is what determines the future dorsal side of the embryo.
From this tlaco the egg changes from radially symmetric. to bilator-
ally symmott•le t now has two als, d runningthrough th center of
the egg: the f1rat, joining the sn0mal4o and the vegetative poles,
and the second, p rpendicular to it* joianing the equatorial point
where the center of the gray cycle lies to the opposing equatorial
point (future abdominal side).

What determines this second axis, and what does the- whole
symmetry plane of the egg mean? Why does the gray cycle appear ifi
one and not the other point of the equator? Perhaps the gray cycle
in latent form wam in the egg from the very onset of development,
even before fertilimation? No, this Is not so. We can perform an
experiment on the fertilization of an egg rotated with its animalic
pole upwards. If the egg is tilted to one side, and then is released
and allowed to return to its former pot4tion, the gray cycle forms
exactly on the side which was placed dounward. If we tilt the egg
once more, even to the other side, the gray cycle forms on the side
in which the og. was inclined the last time. (All those experiments
are possible only during the fVrst period following fertilisation.
An hour And a half or an hour later new rotations of the egg can no
longer alter the place where the gray cycle appears. The plane of
bilateral symmetry is already decisively fixed.)

Thus, it has been shown that it is mainly the plane in which
under the action of the force of gravity the egg is turned following
its separation from the membrane that determifeb the plane of bilat--
eral symmetry. Consequently, it arises randooly, sines the egg is
randomly found lying (or swimming) with a given point of the equator
below. This regularity in the development of the frog egg was estab-
lished by the French scientist Ansel' and Vinterbersh. It was con-
firmed for sturgeon eggs by the Soviet researchers T. A. Detlat and
A. 8. Ginsburg.

However, the problem is far from entirely resolved. It has
been shown that if an egg from the very onset, even before fertili-
zation, is placed with its animalic pole upwards, and a rotation,
naturally, does not occur, the development will proceed normally
just the same. ihat determines the position of the gray cycle in
this case? In the opinion of the French scientists, It depends on
the site at which the sperm entered the egg in fertilisation. But
for sturgeon es the sperm enters the egg through special apertures
in the animalic pole, the so-called micropyle. In this case the
sperm cannot determine the future dorsal or abdominal sides, since
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t.o sperm Itself moves along the iman•lio-vogetative axis. Also
unclear is the mechanism by which bilateral symmetry is established
when the egg is rotated. Perhaps the determining factor is the
path of the overflow by a lighter o0r by a heavier fluid? It is
possible that in rotation this path is moved upwards or downwards
along the surface of the egg from the inside and those changes
which occur on this side determine where the gray cycle appears,
and then the orientation in space. And perhaps, as several soien-
tists believe, rotation results in Very weak stresses on one side
of the egg, and they prove to be sufficient to determine the plane
of symmetry.

Above all, it in first of all necessary to explain what role
in this process the forces of earth's gravity play, whether they are
necessary for the development of the embryo at the early stak:e. We
need experiments in which development would begin in a state of
weightlessness. It must not be thought that setting up these exper-
iments is necessary to solve only one particular problem of embry-
ology. Determination of bilateral symmetry is a part of one of the
most pressing problems in that why and how from one cell emerge --
are differentiated -- the cells of various organs and tissues dif-
fering so widely from each other.

What has been accomplished today? The first task was to find
out whether in general development can occur in a space ship and how
the unavoidable factors of flight -- overloading and vibration --
affect development. For this purpose in our laboratory preliminary
model experiments were conducted, which examined individually the
effect of overloading and vibration on the development of various
embryos and on the early stages. It was shown that those acceler-
ations and vibrations which accompany liftoff and reentry do not
exert marked damaging effects. The following step in the study
consisted of experiments in spaceships. One of the first objects
investigated by us were eggs of the parasitic worms -- nematodes.
They proved to be convenient in several ways, primarily in that
they are capable of surviving in a very broad temperature rant*.
This made possible the placing on spaceships of chilled, undevel-
oping eggs. Under flight conditions at normal temperature they
passed through definite stages of development, and following reentry
they were chilled again and in this form transferod to the labora-
tory. There we could observe how their development following the
flight transpired. Ans was reported in a previous account on the
results of the flights of the space ships "Vostok-300 and "Vostok-4.",
the development of embryos under space flight conditions takes
place without any marked deviations. But it must be kept in view
that in these experiments the effect of the flight on already for-
tilised eggs was studied and we did not engage in investigating
the effect of weightlessness on how the plane of symmetry was
situated. This considerably more complex task will be solved
during subsequent flights. Also in the schedule are several other
embryological investigations related both to solving specific tasks



of spaos biology neoossary to asure. the safety of ftghts and
related to Loportant problem. of thi.Oretiosl biology.
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